REWILDING DAY
A day on the path of ecological corridors in the Central Apennines to participate to wildlife monitoring and learn about human-wildlife coexistence

WHAT TO EXPECT
- Trekking in the mountains of Central Apennines
- Check and analysis of camera traps
- Meeting with a local farmer coexisting with wildlife

Focus topics:
- Bear Smart communities
- Human-wildlife coexistence

11 JUNE 2023
29 JULY 2023
30 SEPTEMBER 2023
Next dates coming soon!

PRICE: 35€
A share will contribute to the Bear Fund (to protect the Marsican brown bear)
WHAT TO BRING

- 30 litre backpack
- Hiking boots
- Thermal layers (fleece)
- Rain cape (windbreaker)
- Hat
- Water bottle (1.5 litres at least)

Recommended: binoculars, camera, snacks, trekking poles and UV protection

PRACTICAL INFO

Hike of medium–easy difficulty (TE) of 7 km and 200 metres altitude difference.

LOCATION

We will meet in **Ortona dei Marsi (AQ)**, on the edge of the Parco Nazionale d’Abruzzo, Lazio e Molise.

At the end of the walk we will be guests of the **Agricola Melagusto** for a guided tour of their apple orchard with cider and other local products tasting.

follow us: @rewildingapennines